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SMALL SYSTEMS CONVERGENCE AND METRIZABILITY

ROY A. JOHNSON, JERZY NIEWIAROWSKI AND TADEUSZ áWIATKOWSKI

(Communicated by R. Daniel Mauldin)

ABSTRACT. The abstract notion of convergence of functions with respect to

a small system has its roots in the concept of convergence of functions in

measure. The second author has shown that convergence of functions with

respect to a small system generates a Fréchet topology. In this paper we show

that convergence with respect to a small system is equivalent to convergence

with respect to a certain complete pseudometric (or metric if we consider

equivalence classes of functions with respect to the small system).

1. Small systems. We begin with some definitions which are similar to those

in [1, 7, p. 491, and 8].

1.1. DEFINITION. Let {Mr} be a decreasing sequence of nonempty families of

subsets of X such that for each positive integer r, there exists a sequence {fc¿} of

positive integers such that F¿ e Mki (i = 1,2,... ) implies Ui^i Fi e Mr. Such a

sequence {Mr} will be called a small system on X.

1.2. DEFINITION. Let {Mr} be a decreasing sequence of nonempty families of

subsets of X such that for each positive integer r,

(i) Ei € Mi (i = r + l,r + 2,... ) implies (J¿^r+i ^ € ■M-, and

(ii) E, F e Mr+i implies E U F e Mr.
The sequence {Mr} will be called a strong small system on X.

Evidently, every strong small system is a small system. We shall see later in

Theorem 1.5 that for all practical purposes, every small system can be replaced by

a strong small system.

1.3. EXAMPLES. For each of the following, {Mr} is an example of a small system

on the given set X:

(i) Let (X, S,p) be a measure space and for each r, let

Mr = {Ee S: p(E) <2~T}.

(ii) Let p be a Borel measure on a topological space X. For each r, let

Mr = {E: E is open and p(E) < 1/r}.

(iii) Let (X, d) be a metric space and x0 € X. For each r, let

Mr = {B(x0,s): 0<s<l/r},

where B(xq, s) — {x e X: d(xo, x) < s}.
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(iv) Let X be any nonempty set, and let {En} be a decreasing sequence of subsets

of X. For each r, let

Mr = {En: n > r}.

(v) Let X be the reals and Q be the rationals. For each r, let

MT = {E C Q: p/q e E and p/q in reduced form implies q > r}.

(vi) Let X be the reals. For each r, let

Mr — {[0, s) U E: 0 < s < 1/r and E is meager}.

(vii) Let X be the reals. For each r, let

A/r = {E: Hausdorff dimension of E is less than 1/r}.

(For a definition of Hausdorff dimension, see [4, p. 107 or 6, p. 134].)

The small systems given in examples (i), (iv), (v), and (vii) are strong small

systems.   Obvious modifications in the other examples would make them strong

small systems also.

1.4. DEFINITION. Let {Mr} and {Mr} be small systems on X. We say that {Mr}

and {Mr} are similar if and only if for each positive integer r, there exist positive

integers s(r) and t(r) such that Ms(r) C Mr and Mt(r) e Mr-

1.5. THEOREM. Let {Mr} be a small system on X. Then there exists an increas-

ing sequence of positive integers {s(r)} such that {Ms(r)} is a strong small system.

If for each positive integer r, Mr — Mstr), then the strong small system {Mr} is

clearly similar to {Mr}-

PROOF. Let ki¿ = i for each positive integer i, and let s (I) = 1. By induction,

define {kr+i,i} and s(r + 1) as follows: Choose for each positive integer r, an in-

creasing sequence {kT+i,i} of positive integers such that E{ e Mkr+li (i = 1,2,... )

implies Ui^i Fi e Ms(r) and such that kr¿ < fer+i,« for each positive integer i.

(The latter requirement can be achieved by dropping to a subsequence of {kr+i,i}

if necessary.) Let s(r + 1) = fcr+ijr+i for each positive integer r.

It is easy to see that Ej e Msy) = Mk]} (j = r + 1,r + 2,...) implies (J°Zr+i^F^

e A/S(r), so that (i) holds in the definition of strong small system. If E, F e Ms(r+i)i

then E e Mkr+lr+1 C Mkr+l r and F e Mkr+lr+l. Hence, FUF € Ms(r), so that (ii)

holds in the definition of strong small system.

2. Small systems convergence.

2.1. DEFINITION. Let {Mr} be a small system on X, let 7 be the vector space

of all real-valued functions on X, and let {/„} be a sequence in 7. We say that

/„ converges with respect to the small system {Mr} to f e 7 if and only if, for

each e > 0 and for each positive integer m, there exists a positive integer n£<rn

such that for each positive integer n > ne m, there exists E(n) e Mm such that

{x: \fn(x)-f(x)\>£})cE(n).
Notice that if /„ converges with respect to a small system Mr, then /„ converges

with respect to every small system similar to {Mr}.

For comparison, we include the definition for convergence in measure. Let

(X,S,p) be a measure space, and let {/„} be a sequence of measurable func-

tions on X. We say that /„ converges in measure to the measurable function

/ if and only if, for each £ > 0 and for each positive integer m, there exists
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a positive integer n£^m such that for each positive integer n > n£jm, we have

p({x: \fn(x) - f(x)\ > £}) < l/m (cf. [3, p. 91]).

2.2. EXAMPLES, (i) Let p be a Borel measure on a topological space X. For

each r, let

Mr = {E: E is open and p(E) < 1/r}.

Suppose {/„} is a sequence of Borel functions on X and / is a Borel function on X.

If /„ converges to / with respect to the small system {Mr}, then /„ converges to

/ in measure. If /„ converges to / in measure and p is outer regular with respect

to open sets [3, p. 224], then /„ converges to / with respect to the small system

{Mr}.

(ii) Let X be the reals, and for each r, let

Mr = {(-oo, —n) U (n, oo): n > r}.

Convergence with respect to the small system {Mr} is precisely uniform convergence

on compacta (on the real line). More generally, let X be any rj-compact space, say

X = IJri°=i "'m where each Kn is compact and where /fi c K2 c ■ • ■. For each r,

let

MT = {X\Kn: n > r}.

Then convergence with respect to the small system {Mr} is the same as uniform

convergence on compacta (cf. [2, p. 541 or 5, p. 229]).

(iii) Let {Mr} be a small system on a set X, and suppose {En} is a sequence of

sets in X. It is natural to say that {En} converges to E with respect to the small

system {Mr} if and only if xe„ —* Xe with respect to the small system {Mr}-

3. Null sets and equivalence of functions.

3.1. DEFINITION. Let {Mr} be a small system on X and F be a subset of X.

We say that F is null with respect to {Mr} if and only if, for each positive integer

r, there exists Er € Mr such that F C Er.

If {MT} and {Mr} are similar small systems on X, it is easy to see that the null

sets for {Mr} are precisely the null sets for {Mr}- It is also not difficult to verify

that the null sets for {Mr} form a a-ideal of subsets of X.

3.2. DEFINITION. Let {Mr} be a small system on X. We say that f,g e 7 are

equivalent (with respect to {Mr}) if and only if {x: f(x) ^ g(x)} is a null set with

respect to {Mr}-

3.3. DEFINITION. Let {Mr} be a small system on X. For each / € 7, let [/]

denote the class of all g e 7 such that g is equivalent to /, and let M denote the

vector space of these equivalence classes. It is easy to see that if a sequence /„

converges to both / and g (with respect to {Mr}), then / and g are equivalent.

Moreover, if fn converges to / and if / is equivalent to g and if, for each positive

integer n, fn is equivalent to gn, then gn converges to g. We may therefore say that

a sequence [/„] of elements of M converges to [/] e M with respect to the small

system {Mr} if and only if the sequence /„ converges to / with respect to {Mr}-

Because convergence and equivalence of functions are preserved under similarity

of small systems, the space M and convergence in Ai are preserved under similarity

of small systems.
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4. Metrizability.

4.1. DEFINITION. Let {Mr} be a small system on X, let A be a subset of X, and

let i be a positive integer. We say that A adheres to Mi if and only if there exists

E e Mi such that A\E is a null set with respect to {Mr}.

If C adheres to Mi and B C C, then B clearly adheres to Mi also. Moreover, if a

set A adheres to Mi+i, then there exists E e Mt such that A C E. In particular, if

A adheres to A/¿+i, then A adheres to M also. Finally, a set A adheres to each Mr

if and only if A is a null set.

4.2. LEMMA. Let {Mr} be a small system on X. If f e 7 and f is not equivalent

to the zero function, then there exists a positive integer i such that {x: \f(x)\ > 2~%}

does not adhere to Mi. If g e [/], then {x: \g(x)\ > 2~1} also does not adhere to

Mi.

PROOF. Suppose otherwise that for each positive integer i,

At = {x: \f(x)\>2-*}

adheres to Ni. If i and j are positive integers such that i < j, then A¿ C Aj, so

that At adheres to Mj. It follows that At adheres to each Mr, so that A¿ is a null

set. Hence, {x: f(x) ^ 0} = Ui^i ^i 1S a nu^ set> which violates the assumption

that / 0 [0]. The second assertion follows from the fact that {x: f(x) ^ g(x)} is a

null set and its union with any null set is a null set.

4.3. LEMMA. Let {Mr} be a strong small system on X. If f e 7 is not equivalent

to 0, let r(f) be the smallest positive integer r such that {x: \f(x)\ > 2~r} does not

adhere to Mr, and let p(f) = 2~r^K If f e 7 is equivalent to 0, let r(f) = oo and

p(f) = 0.  Then:
(i) For each f,ge 7, if p(f) = p(g), then p(f + g) <p(f) + p(g).
(ii) For each finite set {/i,..., /n} C 7, if the values {p(fi), ■ ■ ■, p(fn)} ire all

distinct, then p(£"=1 /¿)/2 < max{p(/,),... ,p(fn)}-

(iii) For each finite set {fi,.-.,fn} C 7, we have p(Y™=1 fi)/2 < YJ¡=i P(fi)-
(iv) Foreachfe7,p(-f) = p(f).

PROOF. In order to prove (i), suppose p(f) = p(g). If p(f) = 0, then / and

g and hence, f + g, are equivalent to 0, so that p(f + g) =0. If p(f) > 4, then

we are done since p(f + g) < |. Hence, we may suppose that 0 < p(f) < |, so

that r(f) > 3. Let r = r(f) = r(g). Then the sets {x: \f(x)\ > 2'^-^} and

{x: \g(x)\ > 2~(r-1'} adhere to Mr~i- It follows that their union adheres to Mr-2-

Hence, {x: \f(x) + g(x)\ > 2~(r~2'} adheres to Mr-2 since

{x: \f(x) + g(x)\>2-('-V}c{x:  \f(x)\ > 2~^} U {x: \g(x)\ > 2~^^}.

Thus, r(f + g)>r- 1, so that p(f + g) < 2~^-^ = 2~r + 2~r = p(f) + p(g).

To prove (ii), we may suppose that r(/i) < r(f2) < ■ ■ < r(fn). The result is

clear if p(fi) > j, so we may assume that r(/i) > 3. Let p = r(fi) — 2. Then

p + i < r(fi) for all i = 1,... ,n, so that {x: \fi(x)\ > 2~(p+''} adheres to Mp+l for

each i = 1,... ,n. Hence, \J"=i{x: \fi(x)\ > 2~'p+î'} adheres to Mp (indeed, there

exists E e Mp such that \J7=iÍx: 1/iWI > 2_(p+!)} C E). Because

x: 2>(<>2-p    c|J{a;: \ft(x)\ > 2~W},
¿=i
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we see that {x: | J27=i fi(x)\ > 2 p} adheres to Mp. Hence,

so that

p (¿ fi J < 2"(p+1) = 2 • 2-(p+2> = 2 • 2"r^) = 2p(/i).

Hence, p(£"=1 fi)fi < p(fl) = max{p(/i),... ,/?(/„)}.
Notice that statement (iii) holds for n = 1. Suppose that it holds for n = r,

and suppose {/i,..., /r+i} is a collection of r + 1 functions in F. If the numbers

p(fi), ..., p(fr+i) are distinct, then the statement follows from (ii). If the numbers

p(fi),... ,p(fr+i) are not distinct, then we may suppose that p(fr) = p(fr+i).

Then p(fr + fr+i) < p(fr) + p(fr+i) from (i). By the inductive hypothesis,

P(fl + --- + fr-l+ (fr + fr+l))ß < p(h) + '" + p(fr-l) + p(fr + fr+l)

< P(h) + '" + P(fr-l) + p(fr) + P(fr+l).

That is, p(Zrt=¡ fi)/2 < E¡=1 P(fi) for the family {fi,..., fr+i}.
Statement (iv) is obvious.

4.4. THEOREM. Let {Mr} be a strong small system on X, and let p: 7 —► [0, |]

be the function given by Lemma 4.3. Define a function d:  M x M —> R by

n-\

d([f],[g]) = mî ¿2 Pifi- /f+0.
¿=i

where the infimum is taken over all finite sets {/i, ■ ■. ,fn} C 7 such that fi — f

and fn = g.  Then

(i) for each f,ge7, p(f - g)/2 < d([f], [g]) < p(f - g), and
(ii) d is a metric on M.

PROOF. If g e [/] and h e 7, then g — h is equivalent to f — h, so that

p(g — h) = p(f — h). It follows that d is well defined. By statement (ii) of Lemma

4.3, we have p(f — g)/2 < d([f], [<?]).  By letting fi = f and f2 = g, we see that

d([f\Ag}) < p(f - o)-
Because p(f - g) > 0 for all f,g e 7, we have d([f], [g]) > 0 for all [/], [g] G M

by statement (i). Again by statement (i),

d([f],[9])=0   if and only if   p(f-g)=0,

if and only if   / — g is equivalent to 0,

if and only if    [/] = [g].

The assertion d([/], [ff]) = d([ff],[/]) follows from statement (iv) of Lemma 4.3.

More precisely, given £ > 0, there exists a finite set {/i,...,/n} C 7 such that

fi = f, fn = g and
n-l

d(\f\Á9\) + e>Y,P{k -fi+i).
i=l
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For each i = 1,..., n, let r/¿ = /„+i_,. Then {gi, ■ ■ ■, gn} is a finite set in 7 such

that gi = g and gn = /. Hence,

n—1 n—1

d([g], [/]) < E p(* - *+i) = E rt/<+i - /<)
t=i »=i
n-1

*!>(/<-/<+i)<<*([/],-M) + e-
¿=i

Because e > 0 is arbitrary, we have d(\g], [/]) < d([f], [g]).  By interchanging the

roles of / and g, we get d([f], [g]) < d([g], [/]), so that d([f], [g]) = <%], [/]).

In order to prove that d([f], [g]) < d([f],[g\) + d([g],[h}), suppose £ > 0 and

choose finite subsets {/i,..., /„} and {gi,- ■ ■ ,gm} in 7 such that /i = /,/„ = 5,

<7i = 3, and gm = h and such that

n-l

«*([/],M)+e/2>£ />(/.-/i+i)
¿=1

and
m —1

d([g],[h}) + £/2> E P(9j-9j+i)-
3=1

Then {/1,.--,/«, ¡71,. - -, gm} is a finite set in 7 such that f1 = f and </m = fe.

Hence,

n — 1 m—1

<*([/]. [ft]) < E ^ - fa)+^(/» - 91) + E /»(»i - fe+i)
2=1 J=l

<rf([/l,W)+*/2 + 0 + d([i],lÄl) + e/2.

Because £ > 0 is arbitrary, we have (/([/], [/i]) < d([/], [9]) + d([g], [h]).

4.5. THEOREM. Le¿ {Mr} be a strong small system and let d be the correspond-

ing metric on M given by Theorem 4.4. A sequence {/„} in 7 converges to f 6 7

with respect to {Mr} if and only if\\md([fn], [/]) = 0.

PROOF. Suppose /„ converges to / with respect to {Mr} and suppose 0 < £ <

1/2. Let m be that positive integer such that £ < 2~m < 2e. Then 2_rn_1 < £ and

there exists n* = n£jm such that n> n* implies there exists E(n) e Mm such that

{x: \fn(x) - f(x)\ > £} c E(n). If n > n*, then

A„ = {a::  \fn(x) - f(x)\ > 2~m} C {x:  \fn(x) - f(x)\ > £} C E(n),

in which case An adheres to A/m, so that r(/„ - /) > m + 1 and

d([/„],[/])<p(/n-/)<2-(m+1><£.

Suppose lim d([fn], [/]) = 0, £ > 0 and m is a positive integer. Let p be a positive

integer such that 2~p < £ and such that p > m + 1. There exists a positive integer
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n* such that

n>n*    implies    d([fn], [/]) < 2"(p+1).

Because p(fn - f)/2 < «/([/„],[/]) < 2"(p+1), we have p(fn - f) < 2"p so that

r(fn — /) > p if n > n*. Hence, if n > n*, then

An = {x: \fn(x)-f(x)\>2-?}

adheres to Mp and thus to Mm+i, so that there exists E(n) e Mm such that An C

E(n). Thus n > n* implies

{x:  \fn(x) - f(x)\ >£}cAnC E(n) e Mm.

Therefore, fn converges to / with respect to {Mr}-

4.6. THEOREM. Let {Mr} be a strong small system and let d be the metric on

M given by Theorem 4.4.  Then the metric space (M,d) is complete.

PROOF. Let {[/n]} be a fundamental sequence in (M,d). Then there exists an

increasing sequence of positive integers {n¿} such that d([fni+1], [fni]) < 2~(*+1).

Because p(fn,+i - In,) < 2~*, we see that r(fn,+ 1 - fn¡) > i, so that

A = {x:  |/„1 + 1(z)-/„»|>2-'}

adheres to Mi- We let A — lim supA¿ and show that the sequence {fni(x)} has a

limit for each x e X\A.

Let x e X\A. Since x belongs to only finitely many A¿'s, there exists io such that

i > io implies x e X\A,, and this implies \fni+1(x) — fHi(%)\ < 2~l. Hence, for each

x e X\A, the series fn¡(x) -I- J2"iLi{fn, + í(x) ~ fn¡{x)) is absolutely convergent to

some finite number f(x). We put f(x) = 0 for x e A. If j > 2 and x e X\(J^ A¿,

then
CO

\f(x)-fnj(x)\<J2\fn, + Ax)-fnt(x)\.
i=j

Because {x: \f(x) — fnj(x)\ > 2-'-7-1'} C U^, ^i and because 1J^- A¿ adheres to

Mj-i, we see that r(f - fnj) > j so that p(f - fnj) < 2~> and d([f], \fn]) < 2~K
We now show that the fundamental sequence {[/n]} converges to [/] in (M,d).

Suppose £ > 0. Choose a positive integer k such that 2-(fc-1' < £. Then there

exists n* such that if n,m > n*, then d([fm], [fn]) < 2~k. Choose a positive integer

j such that j > max{2,fc} and such that n, > n*. Then d([f], [fnj]) < 2~j < 2~k,

and n > n* implies d([fnj], [/„]) < 2~k. Hence, n > n* implies d([/],[/n]) <

2^fc + 2~k = 2-(k~1'> < £. Thus (M,d) is complete.
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